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Sinclair Community
College and Riverside
College win $3.5 million
Talya Flowers
Editor
clarion@sinclair.edu

The competition was
tough. The research, investigating and writing were
grueling. But Ned Young, a
Sinclair Community College
professor of management,
said it was all worth it.
Sinclair and Riverside
Community College, in California, were jointly awarded
a National Science grant for
$3.5 million One of the only
NSF grants in the nation.
The four-year reward will
be used to establish a National Center of Excellence
for Supply Chain Technology
Education.
“It was really competitive.
We had to show them that
what we were going to be doing was going to be national.
We had to really convince the
National Science Foundation
that we were in it to help students not only at Sinclair but
on a national level as well,”
Young said.
The grant will be used to
establish a National Center
for Excellence for Supply
Chain Technology Education Center at Southern
California College. In addition, Young said the main
goal is to develop education
and training for students and
faculty in various community
colleges that are interested in
supply chain management.
The center proposes to
train students to become
highly qualified supply chain
technicians for the private or
public sector and to increase
employment in an ever-growing field, according to Young.
“Supply chain management is a huge sector of
the economy,” Young said.
“Employers have come to
Sinclair and said we need
people that understand the
whole supply chain industry
and can work at different
levels of the industry.”
The grant will focus on
STEM, which stands for
science, technology, engi-

neering and mathematics,
as part of the supply chain
education aspect.
“What our center is going
to do is supply the workforce
with technicians that can
work in these various areas
of the supply chain industry,”
he said. “The purpose of the
center is to go back to the
high schools and start at the
junior year.”
As part of technological
preparation, students can
begin their supply chain
training in high school.
Sinclair professor, Robert
Sheehan will lead this part
of the grant to develop ways
to help high school students
begin their career in supply
chain management, according to Young.
“What our center is trying
to accomplish is to facilitate
a seamless transition from
high school to college and
from college into the workforce,” Young said. “Supply
chain is all about manufacturing, port operations,
transportation, distribution
and information technological sectors, but we have to
have technicians that are
familiar with the industry.”
While the award entailed a
lot of hard work, Young gives
credit to Sheehan, who is
the Miami Valley Tech Prep
manager, Neil Herbkersman,
who is the department chair of
management, April Carpenter, who is the faculty member
in supply chain management
and David Myer, who is the
faculty member in the operations technology department.
Young said that without their
help the grant would have
never been funded.
“What I look to see is a
system that is easily transported to other community colleges. We have the
advantage to study and use
funding to see how we can
implement new degree programs,” Young said. “Thanks
to all those who helped with
securing the grant that will
help Sinclair students and
various colleges.”
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Above: Ned Young (above) and Bob Sheehan (below) discuss the NSF
grant. The grant will help Sinclair and various community colleges.
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Billie Sanders said Linda
O’Keefe lived by one specific
quote that Sanders keeps
posted above her computer:
“People will probably remember what you said...But
they will always remember
how you made them feel.”
On Friday Sept. 16,
O’Keefe passed away at the
age of 64, after a 12-year
batt le with breast cancer.
O’Keefe was the winningest
coach in the history of Sinclair Athletics.
O’Keefe affected everyone
she came in contact with, according to Athletic Director
Jack Giambrone.
“She was adored by the
students, athletes, faculty
and the administration,”
Giambrone said. “Everyone
who has ever come in contact
with Coach O’Keefe would
always say she was a phenomenal woman.”

O’Keefe received both her
bachelor’s and her master’s
in physical education for the
University of Dayton in the
1970s. Where she also was
inducted in the University’s
Tennis Hall Of Fame in 1987.
O’Keefe retired from
Sinclair in 2009, after 32
years of both coaching and
teaching at the college.
O’Keefe led her tennis
teams to 17 regional titles
in 18 years. She also won
three regional titles as the
women’s basketball coach,
which included an elite
eight appearance in 2003.
O’Keefe retired in 2009,
but continued teaching
on a part time basis until
this past summer. She also
coached tennis at the University of Dayton.
“There are 18 banners
in the gymnasium that are
accredited to her teams,”
Giambrone said.
O’Keefe had a close
relationship with numerous of students and faculty

Left: O’Keefe and President Johnson at pre-commencement before she
received recognition for Professor Emeritus.
Above: O’Keefe coaching throughout the years.

members. Th is was especially
true to her close friend and
co-worker Sanders, chair of
exercise, nutrition and sports
sciences at Sinclair.
“I’ve known her for a long,
long time,” Sanders said.“We’ve
been through a lot.”
Sanders and Sinclair
Baseball head coach Steve
Dintaman were both students of O’Keefe’s, Sanders
in the early 1980s and Dintaman in 2002. Dintaman
said that what he will miss
most is not having her next
door to lend him advice.
“From a professional
standpoint and a personal
standpoint, she helped
me grow and get a lot accomplished,” Dintaman
said. “She was one of the
best people to meet here
at Sinclair and probably
throughout life.”
“She always had a way to
bring out the best in everyone she came across,” Sanders said.
Sanders said there is one

thing she will miss the most,
not hearing her laugh.
“[She had] a very contagious laugh. She always
thought that laughter was
the music of the soul,”
Sanders said.
Giambrone also said that
O’Keefe’s laughter would
cause a chain reaction
around the office, bringing
smiles across the room.
“The thing I’ll miss the
most, is the ability to trade
accomplishments with her,”
Giambrone said. “
“We always traded stories
but making her feel that
athletics were in good hands
was really important for me.
She never allowed any of her
past success stand in the way
of what she wanted to do in
the future.”
To honor Coach O’Keefe,
Tartan Pride athletics is
planning to remember her
throughout the season
on their uniforms, as well
as at games, according to
Giambrone.

Looking back to the origin of the Clarion
Talya Flowers
Editor
clarion@sinclair.edu

Few of us remember the
70s, a time where gas was 65
cents to the gallon and movie
tickets cost on average $2.23.
It was also a time when Dr.
David H. Ponitz started the
Clarion, Sinclair’s newspaper.
He came through dirt, dust
and debris, as the college was
under construction. He became the president of Sinclair
in 1975, and he is credited
with changing Sinclair into
the thriving community college that it is today.
As the college started to
thrive, the Clarion started
two years later.
Dr. Ponitz said he
believed that there was a
need for the college to have
a newspaper that communicated various issues,
campus events and unbiased information to other

students, faculty and staff.
“Communication has
been a very important part of
Sinclair,” Dr. Ponitz said. “At
that time, we really wanted to
make sure that there was an
advocate for the faculty, for
the staff and every place for
the students at Sinclair.”
But the paper was more
than that.
It served as a bridge that
helped students attain their
educational goals, gain career
experience and served as one
of the many voices of the college, according to Ponitz.
But the greatest benefit
Ponitz said was that the paper
enforced dialogue within the
campus and allowed students
to understand the mission of
the college.
“My real pleasure has
been fi rst, gett ing the paper
started but second, seeing
some real improvement in
students that were interested
and excited,” Dr. Ponitz said.
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Dr. Ponitz celebrates with
students because a levy pased.

“I think even then the students worked hard and took
the time to get it right.”
The years have come
and gone, and the Clarion
has seen several mastheads
and formatting changes.
Sinclair has gone through
several changes since 1975,
as well as increasing from
4,000 students to more
than 28,000 in 2011 – and
the Clarion remains.
“I still read the paper when
I am on campus, and I’m impressed that more and more

Dr. Ponitz honoring graduates.

of the stories are written by
students at Sinclair,” he said.
“I am pleased that through
the Clarion the students are
understanding what Sinclair
is all about.”
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marketplace menu

campus calendar

Monday
Sept. 27

Oct. 7

• Addiction Discussion Group 12:00
p.m-1:00 p.m. Building 10 Room 423

• Chili Con Carne

• A Vintage Affair
Friday, Oct. 7, 2011 5:00 - 8:00
p.m. The Great Hall, Building 12

• On Campus: Meet your college
president forum in the Library Loggia

• The Anatomy of Prejudice By Ms. Jane
Elliott, Tuesday, Oct. 11, 2011
Morning Session 10:00 a.m. - 12:00
noon Sinclair Conference Center,
Building 12 Frederick Smith Auditorium
Evening Session 6:00 p.m. - 8:00
p.m. Sinclair Conference Center,
Building 12, The Great Hall

• COPE Time Management
Workshop 12:00 p.m-1:00 p.m.
Building 20 Room 334
• 24th Annual Safety Awareness Expo
and SLA Club Day, Wednesday,
Sept. 28; 10:00 a.m. - 2:00
p.m. Building 10 Plaza Area
• Sinclair Talks in the Library Loggia:
Examining Border issues between
the United States & Mexico

Oct. 5
• Sinclair Talks in the Library Loggia:
Arthur Miller’s The Crucible

• Tomato Basil Soup
• Baked Potato Bar
• Panini Smoked Turkey

Chicken Calzone
• Buffalo Blue Grilled Chicken
• Blue Cheese Buffalo Wrap

Friday

• Mexican Lasagna

• Steamed Veggies
• Stir-Fried Beef And Broccoli
• Taco Rolletto
• Ciabatta Club Melt
• Blue Cheese Buffalo Wrap

Tuesday

• Mexirice

• Chili Con Carne

• Refried Beans

• Beef Noodle Soup

• Cauliflower Au Gratin

• Chef’s Choice

• Lemon Zest Broccoli

• Tender Beef Tips

• Teriyaki Chicken

• Chef’s Choice

• Meatball, Ham,

• Buttered Noodles

Bacon Rolletto

• Chili Con Carne

• Fluffy Mashed Potatoes

• Turkey Burger With

• Roasted Corn & Tomatoes

Tropical Bbq Sauce

• Steamed Veggies

• Blue Cheese Buffalo Wrap

• Shrimp Fried Rice

• Chili Con Carne

• Chicken Parm Roma Round

• Beef Noodle Soup

• Philly Beef Pizza

Thursday

your burger

• Motivational Inspiration COPE
Workshop Wednesday, Oct. 12,
2011 12:00 noon – 1:00 p.m. Building 10 Room 424; Green Room

• Roasted Garlic

• Chicken Cavatappi Alfredo

• Garlic Spinach

• “Burger Bar” - choose

• Lemon Chicken over rice

• Fresh Cabbage Soup

• Potatoes, Scalloped

• Chicken Black Bean Bowl

• Green Beans Amandine

• Chipotle Chicken Tortilla

• Tomato Basil Soup

• Sinclair Talks in the Library
Loggia: Inter Cultural/Interfaith
Dialogue in Egypt: Power &
Possibility for Transformation

• Yellow Summer Squash

• Blue Cheese Buffalo Wrap
• Chili Con Carne

• Chipotle Chicken Tortilla

Oct. 12

• Brown Rice

• Grilled Reuben

Wednesday

• Tater Tots

Oct. 11

Sept. 28

• Turkey Rice Soup

• Chicken Buffalo Roma Round

• Saratoga Chips

with Egg Roll

• Fresh Cabbage Soup

• Mushroom Barley Pilaf

Steak Sandwich

• Crispy Baked Chicken

• Corn On The Cob

• Blue Cheese Buffalo Wrap

• Spaghetti Meat Sauce

• Brussels Sprouts And Carrots

• Fresh Mashed Potatoes

• Sweet & Sour Chicken

Classifieds:

Corrections

Experienced EBAY sales person needed
to sell fine costume jewelry on EBAY and
other places which would include flea
markets, shows, and where ever you
find a market for your product. Excellent
commission paid. No investment required.
Work at your own pace. The more time you
put in, the more rewarding it becomes. For
an interview, contact, Jack Heller, 298-3424.

Need car repair or a new car?
Carr’s Auto Repair and used cars
937-610-3999. ASE certified.
Sinclair Students/Staff save $25.00
off $50.00+ repairs. We buy cars
running or not.

It is the Clarion’s policy to correct all errors. If you notice any errors in the Clarion
newspaper, please contact us through e-mail
at clarion@sinclair.edu or by phone at (937)
512-2958. Write “Correction” in the subject
line of the e-mail. All corrections will appear
in this space.

Corre

weekly crossword

weekly sudoku

Across
The objective of the
game is to fill all the blank
squares in a game with the
correct numbers. There
are three very simple constraints to follow. In a 9 by
9 square Sudoku game:
• Every row of 9 numbers
must include all digits
1 through 9 in any
order.
• Every column of 9
numbers must include
all digits 1 through 9 in
any order.
• Every 3 by 3 subsection of the 9 by 9
square must include all
digits 1 through 9.
Every Sudoku games
begins with some squares
already filled in, and the
difficulty of each game is
due to how many squares
are filled in. The more
squares that are known,
the easier it is to figure out
which numbers go in the
open squares. As you fill in
squares correctly, options
for the remaining squares
are narrowed and it becomes easier to fill them in.

Sudoku Tips: Start by
looking for numbers that
occur frequently in the
initial puzzle. For example,
say you have a lot of 5’s
in the initial puzzle. Look
for the 3x3 box where
there is no 5. Look for
5’s in other rows and
columns that can help
you eliminate where the
5 might go in that box. If

there is a 5 in column’s
1 and 2, then there can’t
be a 5 anywhere else in
either of those columns.
You know then that
whatever leftmost 3x3
box that is missing a 5
must have it go in column
3. If you can eliminate all
the possibilities in that
box except for 1 square,
you’ve got it down!

1 President known as “Big Bill”
5 Beat it
10 Shady growth
14 Jamaican tangelo
15 Stag
16 Wheelset piece
17 Fine print in Yogi’s contract?
19 “Swell!”
20 Body in a belt
21 Abby and Martha, to Mortimer, in
“Arsenic and Old Lace”
22 Exempt attachment?
23 Tab, for one
25 Court allegations requiring consideration?
32 Clip
33 A lot of nothing
34 Many a ‘50s-’60s pop act
35 Fine cotton
36 Moving aid
38 Douglas and Fraser
39 Medium power?
40 Show enthusiasm
41 Hershey’s raw material
42 Product liability problems for Willy
Wonka?
46 Biblical middle child
47 Jamaican spirits
48 Thin
51 Get the most out of
56 America’s first martyred spy
57 Vague religious law?
59 Elects
60 Sat rocking, say
61 Ivory Coast neighbor
62 New Mexico resort
63 Spanish filmmaker Almodóvar
64 Hardly at all

Down

1 Big band wind
2 Gets along in years
3 Place to take 27-Down
4 Turnpike roller
5 Oater joint
6 Lament
7 More than just eye-catching,

Clarion
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Contacts
Newsroom

Editor

Room 8027
(937) 512-2744

talya.flowers@sinclair.edu

(937) 512-2958

e-mail: clarion@sinclair.edu

Advertising

Editor
News Editor
Graphic Designer
Advertising Representative

Talya Flowers
Giustino Bovenzi
Jonathan Hammond
Elizabeth Copas

phone: (937) 512-4576 fax: (937) 512-4590
The Clarion retains the right to refuse any advertisement for any reason.

Reporters

The Clarion is a member of the Associated Collegiate Press, Columbia
Scholastic Press Association and Ohio Newspaper Association.

Adviser

JonVelle McCray
Georgia Howard
Diane Kofoed
Sandy Hilt

clotheswise
8 Good tennis returns
9 Where to start playing a round
10 Guide
11 Team with a lot of pull?
12 Blind section
13 Directors’ milieus
18 Exclaimed
21 Range in seven countries
23 DNA shape
24 Singular
25 Silly
26 A conductor sets it
27 See 3-Down
28 Firth or fjord
29 Proclamation
30 Subtle qualities
31 Not too hot
32 What houses may be built on
36 Valley

37 Like the lenses on some granny
glasses
38 Considerably
40 Courtroom cover-up
41 Book with drawings
43 Tender touch
44 Test-taking tip?
45 Prom dress
48 Tavern measure
49 Senior Smurf
50 Chorus line
51 Bread concern
52 49-Down’s partner
53 __ the finish
54 “J’accuse” author
55 City west of Tulsa
57 Sass
58 Writing on an urn

Answers on page 5

Photographers
Jonathan Hammond
Established March 15, 1977
‘The Clarion’ is published as a designated public forum for
the students of Sinclair Community College by a student
staff every Tuesday during the regular academic year, and
once in July during the summer.
‘The Clarion’ retains the right to all original artwork, logos
and business letter marks used within this publication, and is
protected by the laws governing U.S.A.’s copyright materials.
‘The Clarion’ is distributed free to the faculty, staff and students of Sinclair Community College each Tuesday. Single
copies are free, additional copies are 50 cents each which
can be paid in Room 8027.
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Pointing students in the
‘write’ direction

Sept. 27, 2011

tartan spotlight

photo by JoVelle McCray

meet Captain Ronald Adams Jr.
Captain Ronald Adams Jr. is a Criminal Justice graduate of
Sinclair Community College. He has ‘protected and served’
Sinclair students for 28 years. Interestingly enough, he says he
has never been involved in a physical altercation.
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Ahmad Ishtewi helps tutor Lorretta Barton at the Writing Center located in the library.

Diane Kofoed and
Talya Flowers
Staff Writers
clarion@sinclair.edu

Students at Sinclair Community College needing
help with writing need
not look further then the
Sinclair Writing Center, located in the left corner of the
library in Room 7L06. The
Writing Center works on
a walk-in and a first-come,
first-served system.
“You just need to walk
in. We have computers that
people can work on and if you
need a tutor just let one of [the
tutors] know,” said Lindsay
Puterbaugh, who is a student
tutor at the Writing Center.
After the student walks
into the Writing Center, all
they need is their Tartan
card. When the card is
swiped they can go to any
available computer and
print out their papers.
When the paper is printed,
it signifies that the student
is ready for the one-onone tutoring, according to
Kristina Onder, director of
the Writing Center.
Students, if tutoring is
needed, will then be helped
in the order that they arrived.
“We typically have two
to three professional tutors
on duty,” Onder said. “We
genuinely want to talk. So
that we can help student’s

find sources, research and
develop their arguments.
Then our goal is to help them
understand the particular
subject. That is why we don’t
just edit students papers, we
are not an editing service.”
Students can come to
The Writing Center for
help with writing in a variety of subjects.
“It doesn’t have to be an
English paper. It can be a
paper for psychology, religion…whatever [the subject]
is; we’ll help you with it,”
Puterbaugh said.
For those needing more
than the allotted 15 minutes
with help on their papers, extended sessions are available.
The sessions are typically an
hour in length.
“We are really busy and it is
hard to spend more than 15
minutes with one students,
when there are 10 students
needing help,” Onder said.
“But our tutors have been
tutoring for years and some
of them will eat their lunch
at their desks…that’s how
dedicated they are.”
Students in academic
foundation classes (Developmental classes) are encouraged to visit the Tutoring and
Learning Center for help.
“We don’t tutor the tutorial learning center students
because they have different
needs and their tutors are
specialized and trained to

help academic foundation students,” Onder said. “Tutoring
sessions there are more pinpointed for their curriculum.”
While help on papers from
tutors are guaranteed, Puterbaugh stresses that grades for
papers are not.
“We can’t guarantee ‘A’
papers. But we can guarantee
that we’ll do everything we
can to help you.”
Puterbaugh said students
do not even need to bring in
fully written papers to receive
assistance from The Writing
Center’s tutors.
“[The Writing Center]
can help you with grammar questions, MLA or if
you even need help coming
up with an idea of what to
write about. We can’t come
up with the idea for you but
we can help you with the
brainstorming process,”
Puterbaugh said.
For students who may be intimidated to ask for help at the
writing center, Onder believes
that the center is an open and
friendly environment.
“We’re a very fun and
open group. We are friendly
and laid back. We like our
jobs and that shows. Don’t
be intimidated to come in
for help. We’re students too,
so we know what it’s like,”
Onder said. “In high school
and in college, I got writers
block all the time. So I understand how students feel.”

What makes him Interesting?
The former aspiring accountant and high school football player is also a bowling champion. He was the Local and National
President for the United States Bowling Congress (USBC).
He says he and his partner held the National high score for
2005 and 2006 in the USA for double score.
His specialty in bowling is the hook-ball – the ability to throw
a gutter ball, yet have it spin out of the gutter only to knock down
pins. “My national average was once 218 to 220,” Adams said.
Captain Adams has participated on a bowling league since he
was 10 years old.
He is also a professional Santa Claus and McGruff – the
Crime Dog. He is currently lending his talents as Santa Claus to
the Dayton Twigs, (Terrific Women in Giving); the auxiliary of
Children’s Medical in Dayton, Ohio.
“It’s usually all women that are twigs. But, they made me an
honorary twig in 2007,” Adams said.
He has been married for 22 years and has two sons, both are
football players and were born on the same day, three years apart.
“I love Sinclair. This is where I met my wife. It’s been a
great place to work. I’ve been here for 28 years. I’ve seen it
grow. The people here are wonderful, the staff and students
alike,” Adams said.

SLA office welcomes a new member
Talya Flowers
Editor
Clarion@sinclair.edu

The Student Leadership
Association strives to serve
and represent the needs of
the student body, faculty and
staff, while promoting student
leadership development, according to the SLA handout.
On June 1, the SLA office
welcomed Chris Bridges
as the manger of SLA and
student judicial affairs.
His position he said he
doesn’t take lightly.
“My position, at the end
of the day, is about helping
students succeed,” he said.
“That may be through the
Student Code of Conduct,
the Honor Code or through
our leadership programs and
student activities.”
For two months, he has
been listening and speaking with students, faculty
and staff to understand the
needs that the campus has.
So that the SLA office can
try to meet those needs.
Bridges said one of SLA
main priorities is to encourage and help students
get involved.
“When students are
involved on campus, and in
campus life, they are more
likely to succeed,” he said.
“Time and learning opportunities outside the classroom are also important
for success, and we strive to
provide these learning opportunities for students.”
As Bridges gets more
familiar with his new position, he said he has faced
some obstacles. One of the
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Top: Chris Bridges with his family, Gabriel, 13 and Edward, 8 months.
Bottom: Chris Bridges with his wife Corinne (left), Gabriel, Edward and
Kelly, four.

main obstacles is finding
his way around campus,
inside and out.
Another obstacle is time.
“I just wish I had more
time. We are working on
a lot of exciting possibilities in the office right now,”
Bridges said. “And I am
looking forward to sharing
them with the campus.”
In March, Bridges
obtained his Ph.D. at Ohio
University for higher education leadership and administration. At that time, he
was juggling school, fulltime work and a family.
“In my experience, I
found that focusing on the
task at hand is important
for success in my various

roles,” he said. “There is
always more work at work,
home or school, but having clear expectations for
when I will be working on
each helps.”
Outside of Sinclair, he
spends most of his time
with his wife Corinne and
his three children, Gabriel,
13, Kelly, four and Edward,
eight months.
He said he is a voracious
reader, mostly sci-fi and fantasy and loves watching the
Bengals play on Sunday’s.
“[To work for the SLA
office] has been a great
experience. The staff here is
wonderful and everyone is
genuinely excited about serving students,” Bridges said.

Life
Hospitality management and tourism on a steady rise
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JonVelle McCray
Reporter
Missmccray21@yahoo.com

The public’s interest and
appreciation for the hospitality management and tourism
industry is increasing rapidly,
according to Steven Cornelius,
chairperson for the hospitality management and tourism,
culinary arts, department at
Sinclair Community College.
“Hospitality is important
for many reasons; one being
that the industry continues to
grow in America.”
Professor Cornelius would
know.
He is a certified executive
chef and a certified culinary
educator. He obtained a master’s degree in educational
administration and an associate’s degree in marketing
management from Sinclair.
Since he began teaching,
22 years ago, he has watched
enrollment leap from 20
students to 650.
“Hospitality management
and tourism has only been
around since about 1973, or
1974,” he said.
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Yet the program continues
to grow, and for that reason
Sinclair has recently made
additions to its curriculum.
The curriculum’s four
newest concentrations are:
restaurant management,
hotel lodging, meeting and
event planning and tourism.
Cornelius said Sinclair’s
program focuses on management experience as well.
“Culinary arts is a knowledge and skill that can be
honed and developed over
time. There’s more to this
than just cooking. You have
to know how to serve, as well
as manage an environment
where service is the number
one priority.”
In addition to book study,
co-op is required for graduation, and due to the change
over from quarters to semesters, co-op will be required in
one, four credit hour class per
semester versus the previous
three credit hour segments.
Cornelius teaches the capstone course and admits that
the requirements and dedication is a bit demanding.
“Each week, students

are designated part of a
four course meal. They are
given an hour and a half to
prepare the dish, serve it
at its correct temperature,
texture and taste and in the
correct container. The dish
is checked for leaks, spills
and overall presentation.”
Although it may sound
intimidating at first mention, Cornelius insists that
such intensity and skill are
necessary for success in the
culinary industry.
“We prepare students to
not have to think, but to
know what the next step or
ingredient should be. We get
students beyond a recipe. A
recipe can be useful, but it
can also be a crutch.”
Each year, Sinclair’s culinary arts students compete
against other college’s culinary teams.
Dietetic and hospitality
and tourism students also get
hands on experience in the
Tartan Terrace, a restaurant
in Building 13 that caters to
the public.
“Once [culinary arts] is
in your blood, you never get

Sinclair Talks: border protection issues
Diane Kofoed
Reporter
clarion@sinclair.edu

The purpose of the
Sinclair Talks is to inform
students about issues that
they wouldn’t otherwise
know about, according to
Kathy Rowell, director of
The Center for Teaching and
Learning at Sinclair Community College.
As part of Sinclair Talks,
Sinclair students Jeremy
Massengale, Rob Huey, Ryan
Faris, Hannah Schafter, Pamela Mogollon and Zachary
Kessler, will be discussing
their experiences from a recent trip to the U.S.-Mexico
border in Arizona.
The trip to Arizona is in
partnership with Border
Links, a non-profit organization, whose mission is to
spread awareness of immigration through education.
Sinclair students travel to
the border annually. In order
to qualify as a candidate to
go on the trip, students must
take either a sociology or
geography class and then
apply to be selected to go on
the trip. Only eight students
can be selected to travel to
the border.

photos by Kathy Rowell

Students participated and visited the Mexican Border in Arizona.

“Our ideal candidate is
someone who is very active in
student organizations here at
Sinclair,” said Rowell.
The purpose of this session
of Sinclair Talks is to increase
students’ awareness of immigration.
“We hope to spread
awareness of [immigration]

to students,” said Rowell
“Many people don’t realize
that [immigration] is a big
issue throughout the country,
including in Ohio.”
This session of Sinclair
Talks will be held on Sept. 28
at noon in the Library Loggia
(second floor of the library)
near Building 5.

over it. There’s something
satisfying about knowing
you’ve created something
that someone can say ‘I loved
that’ about it,” Cornelius said.
There are two lunches and
one dinner served per week in
the Tartan Terrace. Reservations are available and must be
booked a week in advance.
For more information
regarding the HMT and culinary arts program contact
steve.cornelius@sinclair.edu
or the HMT office at 937512-2014. For reservations
at the Tartan Terrace call
937-512-2574.

Check out the
promotional video
at sinclairclarion.
com highlighting
Sinclair’s Hospitality
Management and
Tourism program
created by Sinclair
students: Royce
Johnson, Liz Copas
and Sam Morren.

photos by Jonathan Hammond

Top left: Chef Steve Cornelius in the culinary arts kitchen.
Top right: Chef Malachi Sloan lectures about properly clarifying butter as
Sandra Robinson, Stacy Parks, Kendall Reece and Jamie Stinson watch.
Right middle: Jamie Stinson checks a pot of onions.
Right bottom: Chef Sloan lecturing Kendall Reece and the rest of HMT
112 class.
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Q. “How do you feel about Sinclair’s parking?”
Photos by Giustino Bovenzi

“I find it inconvenient that
I have to park 15 minutes
away, but I am glad they are
enforcing crosswalks. Their
presence helps control all the
chaos.”

James Case

“I’m happier now that I’m going to class at night. Primarily because I don’t have to
‘shark’.”

Jill Donovan

Culinary Arts

“I’m for the parking, but there
could be an improvement with
all the new students and high
enrollment.”

Mark Stratford

Nursing

History

“I really don’t have any issues.
I usually zip right into it. But, I
avoid the garage and park at
Building 13.”

Shawn Craig
Polysomnography

clarion consensus
Crash course 101: Learning
to save your money
Sinclair Community College has the lowest tuition in
the state. It prides itself on
claiming that very fact on
all of its advertisements and
commercials on television.
But with the lowest
tuition in the state, it makes
us wonder why the Bookstore is so expensive. Pens
and pencils on average cost
about $3. The same pens
and pencils at Wal-Mart
is being sold for $2. Notebooks, book bags and now
purses are being sold way
above market value and
we continually go to the
bookstore to buy all of what
we need.
Why?
The answer is simple:
Many of us are on financial
aid. So it doesn’t matter
if one little purse is being
sold for $34.99, one
Sinclair wallet is $9.99
or that textbook is $250.
It’s not your money being
spent it’s the government’s.
So then we splurge. Splurge
until it’s all gone.
How could we miss that
point?
The sad news of the Bookstore madness are those who
don’t have financial aid and

everything is being paid out
of pocket. Some students still
use the bookstore out of sheer
necessity and convenience.
But there are other ways to
help you save your money.
The point that we are
trying to make is be smart.
Check out all the websites
online that offer used books
for sale. That $250 book
could have cost about $100
if you had taken the time to
do some research. Ask other
friends, who are taking your
course, if they are selling
their textbook. Some friends
will either lend you the book
for free or make you purchase it for a small fee (still
beats paying $250).
Financial aid or not,
learning to save your money
is key. Do some research
and ask around. So that
when you buy a textbook
your not cringing on the inside, sweating profusely or
your heart isn’t palpitating
out of your chest, similar to
the novel A Tell-Tale Heart
by Edgar Allen Poe.
We assure you that in the
end, saving money will cut
down on the cringing, the
profuse sweating and the
rapid heartbeats.

Building an education nation
Tom Brokaw
(MCT)

Think of American education as a house of many
rooms, each with a distinct
function but taken as a
whole, this house is shelter
against the winds of change
buffeting the world and
threatening our future.
Any objective analysis of
that shelter comes to the same
conclusion: we have work to
do to be sure we’re secure and
able to hold our own against
whatever this new global
climate sends our way.
That’s the unsettling news.
The good news? Work is
under way, from the most remote school districts in rural
America, to the inner city of
our largest urban areas.
Standards and expectations are being raised
and tested; new teaching techniques are being
systematically measured
and implemented; new

The Clarion Consensus is an opinion column written by the
staff of your Sinclair newspaper. Each week, the Clarion staff
chooses a topic to debate and comes to agreement.
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puzzle solutions

kinds of schools are being
constructed and politicians
from the White House to
the village green are being
held accountable for their
commitment to education.
For too long in our country, education was a one-sizefits-all model and the place of
education in the public arena
was more symbolic than real.
Candidates regularly proclaimed, “I am running on a
platform of pro-education.
I’ll be the best friend the
schools ever had.” Campaign
intentions quickly gave way
to the same old, same old.
Then, two dramatic developments set off alarms everywhere. Colleges and companies began to complain
that too many high school
graduates, not drop outs but
graduates, were arriving on
their doorstep functionally
illiterate and unable to do the
simplest form of math.
The other development?
Our Asian competitors

were racing to the top not
only of the economic ladder but also the education
ladder. They were making
massive investments in
education, unencumbered
by outmoded structures,
political food fights and “I
give up” mentality.
China requires all junior
high students to take courses
in biology, chemistry and physics, rightly figuring that science
will be the coin of the 21st
century. In America, only 18
percent of senior high school
students take those courses.
Innovative administrators
and teachers have designed
imaginative curricula and
motivational techniques
to keep students in the
classrooms, and engaged in
learning, often with little help
from the outside.
Entrepreneurs and captains of industry such as Bill
Gates and Warren Buffet,
home building tycoon Eli
Broad, hedge fund billion-

aires in New York’s Robin
Hood Foundation, have put
education reform and excellence at the top of their personal and financial agenda.
NBC News has established
an ongoing project called
Education Nation to keep the
issue before the American
public. Other journalistic
organizations have devoted
special coverage to the subject on a regular basis.
This is a crusade in which
we can all take part. Members of my generation, who
owe so much to this country,
should be a ready army of
volunteer tutors and teacher
aides in their communities.
Education used to be about
Reading, Riting and Rithmetic. No more. Now it is about
Recognition of the problem,
Reform of the institution and
Resolve to do what it takes to
place American students of
every socio-economic class
in the top tier of their peers
everywhere.

Steve Jobs’ departure from Apple a loss for the nation
McClatchy-Tribune News
Service
(MCT)

sudoku

The resignation of Silicon
Valley’s rock star CEO,
Steve Jobs, comes as no
surprise to the Apple faithful who have been worrying
about his medical condition
and know how seriously he
took his duties.
Jobs’ departure from the
top job at Apple is a loss for
Silicon Valley. But it’s also a
loss for the nation, which is in
desperate need of entrepreneurial leadership to get us

out of this economic slump.
The iPhone isn’t Dick
Tracy stuff. It’s way beyond
what anyone dreamed of
even five years before it was
invented. An attractive,
sleek phone, music player,
book reader, television,
video library and so much
more — in the palm of our
hands and at a price millions of Americans could
afford. This is the very
definition of genius.
And the iPhone isn’t the
only device historians will
recall when Jobs’ legacy is
chronicled. The iMac, iPod

and iPad are all equally innovative — and none may
equal the beloved Macintosh,
invented with Steve Wozniak,
for pure creativity.
Jobs knew failure as well
as he did success. He was
unceremoniously removed
as chairman of Apple in
1985. But he learned from
that failure and, in true Silicon Valley fashion, returned
with a flourish, dreaming up
product after cool product
that screamed to the world,
“Can you top this?”
And all of this genius
hasn’t just improved the net

worth of Apple designers,
or helped harried office
workers manage their
lives. It’s created hundreds
of thousands of jobs —
maybe more — for Apple
store salespeople and app
developers, at cell phone
companies and accessory
manufacturers. Apple has
become its own industry.
Jobs closed his letter of resignation to the Apple board
by saying, “I believe Apple’s
brightest and most innovative days are ahead of it.”
The Valley and the nation
can only hope that is true.
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Safety Expo will highlight theft prevention, safety and more

Talya Flowers
Editor
Clarion@sinclair.edu

On Wednesday, Sept. 28,
Sinclair Community College
will host its annual Safety
Awareness Expo featuring
SLA Club day in the plaza
between Buildings 10 and
11. The event will be from 10
a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
The event is open to the
public and will be co-sponsored by the Miami Valley
Crime Prevention Association. MVCPA is comprised of
police officers, sheriff deputies
and alarm and security personnel, according to the website www.mvcrimeprevention.
com. One of their goals is to
provide community involve-

ment while reducing crimes
and criminal opportunities.
“My vision for the Expo is
that we reach as many people
as possible and give them the
opportunity to keep themselves safe at home, work or
on campus,” Lieutenant Scott
Fowler of campus police said.
For 15 years, Lt. Fowler has
coordinated the event. He
said that the event originally
started out as A Safety Fair
with only three participants.
Now the event is called the
Safety Awareness Expo and
has increased to more than
40 participants.
The prime focus of the
Expo is to bring together
neighborhood police departments, health organizations
and other outside agencies

so that students will get to
know them.
Fowler said his fondest
memory of last year’s Safety
Expo was when members of
the Emerald Society played,
while several police officers
commemorated Trotwood
Police Officer Jamie Faulkner.
To pay a tribute, they decided
to do a special balloon launch
for Faulkner who died of
cancer. Faulkner also taught
sociology at Sinclair.
Various entertainment and
attractions will be featured
at the event. Free secured
shredding of personal
documents, one or two K-9
dog demonstrations, AAA
emergency key kits, police
motorcycles, police vehicle
cruise in and much more.

photos contributed by Sinclair Police

The Safety Expo features safety awareness, theft prevention, K-9 demonstrations and club tables.

“The K-9 demonstration is
always popular. There will be
one or two K-9 dogs doing
demonstrations through out
the day,” Fowler said. “There
will be a drug dog and an
explosive dog.”
Live music will be from
the Greater Cincinnati Emerald Society Bagpipe and
Drum Corps. The bagpipers
are a group of police officers
from various counties. They
perform throughout Southwest Ohio and Northern
Kentucky area at different
events, according to Fowler.
At the event, the police academy will demonstrate rappelling exercises off Building 10.
According to Livestrong.

Clarion

com, rappelling is the
technique of using a rope,
harness and a ‘descender. ’
Once connected to the rope,
the climber will gradually
descend off the building.
Last year, a K-9 dog rappelled off of Building 7, but
he was retired after the event.
Several student clubs will
have a table with there club
information, which includes,
Crosswalk Collegiate
Ministry, Student Leadership Association, Traditional
Values Club, Native American Cultural Club, Disney
Club and Sinclair Domestic
Task Force.
At noon there will be a
ceremony and the 2011

Community Awards sponsored by Sinclair and the
MVCPA will recognize the
contributions of those who
advocate safety awareness or
have helped fight crime.
Fowler insists that the
campus is safe only because
the crime rate is low, but he
said that in the past there
have been serious events.
But he said that crime
prevention and awareness
is an important aspect for
students, faculty and staff to
be involved with.
“Th is event gives students
the opportunity to fi nd out
a variety of ways to keep
themselves safe and more
aware,” Fowler said.
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Be creative.
Work at the Clarion.

Meet Your College
President!
The Clarion and the President’s office
are holding a student forum.

Q?

Come join us for an open dialogue with
President Steven Johnson to share
information and ideas about Sinclair.

The Clarion is looking for these positions:

Assistant
Graphic
Designer

Ad
Rrepresentative

Minimum of six credit
hours on campus

Minimum of six credit
hours on campus

2.0 GPA or above

2.0 GPA or above

hourly wage

hourly wage and a
commission

Experience in Adobe
Photoshop, Illustrator,
and InDesign

Who:
All Sinclair
students can
attend

When:

Where:

Visual Communications
major preferred

Tuesday, Sept. 27
11 a.m.–12 p.m.

Library Loggia
(upper level of
the library)

Ability to work 10 hour
work week

Why:

How:

For more info:

To discuss
Sinclair issues
with your
President

An open forum
that allows
students to ask
questions

please go to
sinclairclarion.com

A!

excellent
communication and
computer skills
dependable and detail
oriented.
6 to 10 hours per
week.

Take the chance to
build your portfolio
while gaining real life
experience.
Applications for these positions are on the door at the Clarion
office at 8027.

